Novel multiplex RT-PCR/RFLP diagnostic test to differentiate low- from high-pathogenic strains and to detect reassortant infectious bursal disease virus.
Three types of infectious bursal disease virus (IBDV) strains are currently circulating worldwide: the low-pathogenic classic and variant strains and the high-pathogenic very virulent strains. There are also natural reassortant viruses that combine genomic segments A and B from different strains and exhibit particular pathogenic characteristics. Detection and characterization of the different IBDVs is extremely critical for improving disease control and performing epidemiologic studies. Here, we present a novel detection and genotyping method based on the simultaneous characterization of both IBDV genomic segments followed by a simple restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) assay. This single restriction enzyme, multiplex reverse transcriptase-PCR/RFLP diagnostic test not only distinguished typical high-pathogenic from low-pathogenic strains but also detected natural reassortant IBDV. The test was based on the detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), in both segments, which were strongly linked to the pathogenic phenotype. These SNPs are embedded in highly conserved genomic regions and can be identified with TfiI endonuclease. The application of this methodology in field samples confirmed that the assay is fast, specific, and may be easily adopted by any molecular diagnostic laboratory as an economical and routine method.